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Abstract—Problem solving is vital in the computer
programming course. It is the earliest topic that is emphasized
and more time is allocated to teach the topic. Problem solving
requires the problem understanding knowledge that novice
students usually lacks. In order to assist novice students in
computational problem solving, a multi-agent model is designed.
The proposed model is different from existing model in terms of
the unique architecture that utilizes agents for information
processing, specifically to extract, transform and generate
information. Five agents are designed for this purpose namely
the GUI, PAC, IPO, Flowchart and Algorithm agents. The
model is tested with three different kinds of problem statement
and produced correct results.
Index Terms—Computational problem solving, information
processing, multi-agent, problem understanding.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

I. INTRODUCTION
Problem solving is essential not only in the computer
science field, but also in other fields such as medical [1],
engineering [2] and mathematics [3]. Problem understanding
is very important before execution of any procedure.
The problem solving topic is taught in most of the courses
that are offered in the universities. In the fundamental of
computer programming course, problem solving is a topic
that is given emphasis and more time allocation before
proceeding with the technical topic. However, students
especially novices face difficulties in problem understanding
[4]-[6]. Therefore, the implementation of a procedure can go
wrong due to lack of knowledge in problem solving, for
example, the misunderstanding of novices in computational
problem solving, results in unexpected output due to wrong
concept application.
There should be a guide for students to assist them in
problem solving. It can be an intelligent system that can sense
the environment, process the input, give recommendation to
the students on how to solve the problem and perform a sort
of communication to send related information. These are the
features of a multi-agent system that exhibits the autonomous,
reactive, proactive and social ability features. Agents have
been widely applied in various applications such as
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interactive tutoring [7], medical diagnosis [8] and image
analysis [9].
The motivation of this research work is to support novice
difficulties in computational problem solving by utilizing the
multi-agent technology.
This paper is organized into seven sections. Section two
explains about the works that are related to our research.
Section three presents our proposed model and section four
describes our proposed algorithm to extract, transform and
generate information. The experimental results are explained
in section five where our proposed model is tested with three
different problem statements. Section six discusses about the
results findings and finally the last section which is section
seven is the conclusion and future works.
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A. Agent-Based Computational Problem Solving Models
Many existing multi-agent computational problem solving
models are based on visualization models. These
visualization models visualize pseudo-code language [10],
expression in C programming [11] and object parameters
[12]. Social agents are used to support the understanding of
program visualization through discussion with the user and
explanation from the agent [10], [11] adapt the level of
details in the visualizations based on the learner’s knowledge
and focus on topic that are not understood by the user. An
approach to change the visualization parameters for example
shape, colors and style is used to help novices in
programming [12]. Jeliot 3 [13] integrates multi-agents
namely Student Agent, Record Agent, Modeling Agent,
Learning Object Agent and Evaluation Agent to provide
dynamic and adaptive learning materials to individual users.
B. Information Extraction and Retrieval
Several research works on multi-agent technique that
perform information extraction have been implemented.
Authors have proposed Wisconsin Adaptive Web Assistant
(WAWA) that used the reinforcement learning technique and
created
a
home-page
finder
agent
and
a
seminar-announcement extractor agent for retrieving and
extracting information [14], [15] proposed a keyword-based
patent map using the text mining technique for information
extraction, visualization and analysis in the web. An
information agent shell consisting of four main components
namely the OntoCrawler, OntoExtractor, OntoClassifier and
OntoRecommender is designed for information searching,
information extracting, information classifying and
information representing/ranking applying Protégé and
relevant Application Programming Interface (API) to
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problem statement, converts the problem statement to PAC,
PAC to IPO, IPO to flowchart and flowchart to algorithm
where multi-agents are used as knowledge representation.
This way provides extraction from one problem solving
technique and transformation to another problem solving
technique. In addition, module number is generated to show
the sequence of processing. Multi-agents communicate by
passing information, giving a clear understanding of the
problem to be solved.
As mentioned, information extraction and retrieval have
been applied in web-based system, ubiquitous services,
biomedical system and music application. Information
extraction related to our multi-agent computational problem
solving model is novel. Moreover, we combine the
transformation and generate module number implemented by
multi-agents. The next section will explain in detail about our
proposed model.

construct the domain ontology and its related ontology
services to support all of the ubiquitous services of the shell
[16], [17] suggested using a text mining techniques for
biomedical text on cancer to extract novel knowledge from
scientific text. Information retrieval and recommender
system techniques are applied to access music information
services that support music navigation discovery, sharing and
formation of user communities [18].
C. Discussion
Conventional computational problem solving techniques
consists of Problem Analysis Chart (PAC), Input Process
Output (IPO) chart, flowchart, algorithm/pseudocode,
structure chart, Nassi-Shneiderman chart and Warnier-Orr
diagram. Existing multi-agent computational problem
solving visualization models applied these techniques in their
models as mentioned. However, existing models are different
from what we proposed because our model provide a
step-by-step way from the very beginning to understand the

Fig. 1. Proposed multi-agent computational problem solving model.

solving that is related to each other. For example, to produce
an IPO chart, information needs to be extracted from the PAC
and module number needs to be generated so that information
can be transformed to the IPO chart.
The Assignment Module consists of four agents namely
Editor, Novice, Assessment and Guidance agents which are
responsible to interact with the user. This paper focus on the
Problem Solving Comprehension Module and the
Assignment Module will be designed in detail for future
works.
The agent class diagram is presented in Fig. 2. The
Problem Solving Agent GUI extends the AgArch class and
communicates with the gui Agent, pac Agent, ipo Agent,
flow chart Agent and algorithm Agent. The gui Agent reads
the problems given in text form and acts as an interface with
the user. This paper focuses on the design of subagent,
packaging and ipoAgent. The flowchart Agent and algorithm
Agent design is still under construction. The

III. PROPOSED MODEL
Our multi-agent computational problem solving model is
very different from other proposed research works in terms of
the unique architecture and algorithm. In our work, we
designed the Problem Solving Comprehension Module and
the Assignment Module as shown in Fig. 1. The left part of
the dotted lines is the Problem Solving Comprehension
Module and the right side of the dotted lines is the
Assignment Module. These agents are modeled using the
Prometheus notation [19], [20].
The Problem Solving Comprehension Module consist of
five agents namely GUI, PAC, IPO, Flowchart and
Algorithm agents which are responsible to extract and
transform information. Additionally, to produce the IPO, the
IPO agent role is to generate module number that shows
sequential processing for the problem statement. Each of the
agents represent the techniques of computational problem
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ProblemSolvingAgentGUI constructor displays the interface
containing a button that is used by the novice to start the
problem understanding process. The act method executes an
action by the agent and the stop method is called by the
infrastructure tier when the agent is about to be killed. The
agents are programmed using Jason Agent Speak interpreter.
Our proposed algorithm is integrated in the process method
which will be explained in the next section.

AgArch

process( ) algorithm
1. read the problem token by token and store in array a
2. initialize j to 0
3. extract PAC information:
3.1 loop (j < array length a)
3.1.1 if (a[j] = = “KeyA” to “KeyF”)
3.1.1.1 extract WordA to WordF and transform to PAC
3.1.1.2 store wordA to wordF in array b to be used later by IPO
3.1.1.3 capture related word in PAC in array c to be used by IPO
3.1.2 j++
3.2 end loop
4. extract IPO information:
4.1 initialize variable j, k, l to be used in loop
4.2 loop (k < array length b && k < array length c)
4.2.1 if (b[j] = = null) go out of the loop
4.2.2 extract data, generate module number and transform to IPO
4.3 j++, k++, l++
4.4 end loop

Problem Solving Agent GUI
+Problem Solving Agent GUI()
+act (Action Exec ac, List<Action Exec> fb)
+stop(): void
+process(): void

Fig. 3. Multi-agent class diagram.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Problem
statement
gui Agent

algorithmAgent

flowchart Agent

The proposed model is tested with three different problem
statements which are in text form.

pacAgent

ipoAgent

Fig. 2. Multi-agent class diagram.

IV. THE PROCESS METHOD
Our proposed algorithm is presented in Fig. 3. The
algorithm is extended from our previous work [21] which is
integrated inside the process method in the
ProblemSolvingAgentGUI class as in Fig. 2.
The document contains problems in text form. Currently,
we cater for simple sequential problems. We intend to extend
the problems using looping or iterations in our future works.
The problems in text form needs to be read by tokens and
stored in array a, that controls the loop. “KeyA” – “KeyF” in
Fig. 3 are important keyword representing the process, input
and output in the problem. Words that are extracted from the
problems based on “KeyA” – “KeyF” by the pacAgent to be
transformed to the PAC. Information that is stored in arrays b
and c are used later by the ipoAgent that involves the
extraction, transformation to IPO and generate module
number processes.
The Problem Solving Comprehension Module consist of
five agents namely GUI, PAC, IPO, Flowchart and
Algorithm agents which are responsible to extract and
transform information. Additionally, to produce the IPO, the
IPO agent role is to generate module number that shows
sequential processing for the problem statement. Each of the
agents represent the techniques of computational problem
solving that is related to each other. For example, to produce
an IPO chart, information needs to be extracted from the PAC
and module number needs to be generated so that information
can be transformed to the IPO chart.

Fig. 4. Problem statement one results.

Fig. 5. Problem statement two results.

A. Problem Statement One
The first problem is as follows:
Write a Problem Analysis Chart (PAC) to read test1 and
test2 of a student. Calculate sum=test1+test2 and
average=sum/2. Display average.
The results are shown below in Fig. 4.
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flow of information from one agent to another which gives a
clear explanation of the problem statement.
We are currently in the process of extending and
improving the design of the Problem Solving Comprehension
Module for the flowchart and algorithm agents and coding of
the algorithm using Jason AgentSpeak [22], an agent
programming language which is built on top of the Java
programming language.
Our model represent agents role as problem solvers. It is
expected that our agent knowledge representation model can
assist novices in computational problem solving, as problem
solving is very important not only in the computer science
field but also other fields such as medical, engineering and
business. Logically, our algorithm can be extended to be
applied in other fields besides the computer science field.
Moreover, it is expected that this model can enhance the
students’ computational problem solving skills.

B. Problem Statement Two
The second problem is as follows:
Write a Problem Analysis Chart (PAC) to get length and
width of a rectangle. Compute area=length*width. Print area.
The results are shown below in Fig. 5.
C. Problem Statement Three
The third problem is as follows:
Write a Problem Analysis Chart (PAC) to input totalbill
and payment by customers in a supermarket. Process
changedue=payment-totalbill. Output changedue.
The results are shown below in Fig. 6.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
A model based on agents has been constructed for
computational problem solving. The Problem Solving
Comprehension Module function is for extraction,
transformation and module number generation. The
Assignment Module is for interaction with the user. The
agent in the Problem Solving Comprehension Module
consists of GUI, PAC, IPO, flowchart and algorithm agents.
The agent in the Assignment Module consists of the Editor,
Novice, Assessment and Guidance agents. The proposed
model is evaluated using samples of sequential problem
statement and produced correct extraction and transformation
results. In addition, the proposed model illustrates
visualization, communication and knowledge representation
features by software agents.
For future works, the detailed design and coding of the
Problem Solving Comprehension Module and the
Assignment Module will be implemented. In addition, the
proposed algorithm will be extended to provide more
keywords to cover wide problem statements consisting of
looping problems and more advanced object-oriented
problems like inheritance, polymorphism and encapsulation.
Furthermore, we plan to integrate our agent-based algorithm
in a computer programming development environment tool.

Fig. 6. Problem statement three results.

D. User Interface
Fig. 7 shows the user interface controlled by the novice to
start understanding the problem statements.
VI. RESULT FINDINGS
Our algorithm that has been improved from our previous
work [21] used samples of sequential problem and succeeded
to produce accurate results as expected. The input, process
and output are extracted and transformed correctly by the
PAC agent following the correct sequence by the IPO agent
and the module number generated accordingly. The results
also illustrate communication between guiAgent, pacAgent
and ipoAgent that demonstrate the visualization of
knowledge representation by these agents.
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